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Īnanga are one of five native fish species that make up New Zealand’s
whitebait run. They only spawn at the saltwater wedge – a short section
of stream where freshwater meets the saltwater of the incoming tide.
Conservation/restoration of īnanga spawning sites is important because,
sadly, īnanga populations in New Zealand are in decline. Īnanga make
up over 90% of the whitebait catch. If the habitat needed for their eggs
to survive is damaged or absent there are less eggs laid.
LESS EGGS = LESS ĪNANGA!
IDEAL ĪNANGA SPAWNING HABITAT:
Right distance from estuary/sea

Gently sloping bank

Good bank vegetation

Some stretches of this waterway are
optimal for īnanga spawning due to
their location in relation to the sea. Spawning
occurs in areas where high spring tides* can
reach, but the water isn’t too salty. During
spring tides īnanga can lay their eggs in
vegetation high up the riverbanks, above the
normal river flow height.

Ideally the riverbank will be a gentle
slope rather than a steep edge. This
means there is more accessible bank
area for īnanga to lay their eggs on
during the high spring tide.

Canopy of native
Tall thick
trees/shrubs – grass – so
provide shade for eggs īnanga eggs
while not dropping can be laid in
lots of leaves on them. the root mat.
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No pollution

Īnanga eggs are
vulnerable to
hungry pests.

Īnanga eggs are
vulnerable to water
and bank pollution.

high spring
tide height
normal river
flow height

* SPRING TIDE – a tide just after a new or full moon, when there is
the greatest difference between high & low water.
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Plants rising from
water – for īnanga
to hide in until high
tide takes them up
the bank.

No predators
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Locally supported by...

Find out more by going to the
‘Whitebait Connection’
facebook page, or online at
www.whitebaitconnection.co.nz

